
Trademark Law
Prof. Madison

Today:  Acquired distinctiveness

Key concepts from Class 3:

Legal rules and concepts as tools for problem solving.

Mark X for Product (Service) Y.

Lanham Act and combination of common law and statutory 

concepts; tort and property law.

The Abercrombie distinctiveness spectrum.
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2/8 Both trademark law and marketing strategy encourage distinctiveness (trademark) and product 
differentiation (branding).  But a small number of companies control the vast majority of 
consumer brands.  Consumers can be overwhelmed by choices among products with minimal 
differences.  So:  Does trademark law cause consumer confusion? Does it hinder us from 
understanding the scale of economic concentration in the marketplace? Is that bad?
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The line between descriptive marks (not valid or protected 
unless secondary meaning / acquired distinctiveness is 
shown; consumer goodwill must be built) and suggestive 
marks (automatically valid because inherently distinctive; 
consumer goodwill is assumed):

1. Dictionary definition
2. Imagination test
3. Competitive need
4. Third-party uses
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Board of Supervisors for 
Louisiana State University 
Agricultural & Mechanical 

College v. Smack Apparel Co. 
(5th Cir. 2008)

Factors and evidence:
• Producer investment 

(time, $$, sales 
success)?

• Consumer/
competitor reliance/ 
opportunity?
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Timing and Identity problems with distinctiveness

Trademark is a first in time system among firms competing to 
use the same mark.  The first to achieve “distinctiveness” 
usually wins. But “first” is fragile.

“Red for staplers”:  created as film prop (“Office Space,” 1999) 
but not offered for sale. Produced and sold by fans (1999-
2002).  Then manufactured by Swingline in 2002. 

Hypo: The “Fun Stapler Co.” 
starts selling a red stapler in 
2001.  Does Swingline have a 
strong trademark lawsuit 
against that company?  
Why?  Why not?
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Generic marks:  Once generic, always generic.  That’s the 
general rule.  Is the mark generic, now or in the future?  Ask 
“what do consumers believe the product / service is? Is the 
mark source-indicating to them?” 

Is “Booking, Inc.” distinctive?
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If “Booking, Inc.” is – we believe – generic, then what’s 
different about “Booking.com”?

(Note in this case:  Right outcome, wrong reasoning?  
Majority (Ginsburg, J.): TM validity is completely separate 
from TM scope (proving infringement).  TM validity depends 
100% on consumer perceptions.  Seems wooden.
Dissent (Breyer, J.): Appropriate to worry about 
anticompetitive implications of TM validity; i.e., validity and 
scope are linked, or should be.

Can we construct a more persuasive argument to justify the 
Court’s result?
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“God Bless the USA”:  Lee Greenwood’s signature song.  Advise 
Lee Greenwood.  How can he get a different result in the future?




